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The sequential data of occupational career is the most outstanding feature in the SSM 
survey， but the data has not been used enough. One of the causes of it is the shortage of basic 
methodology to analyze the career data. The purpose of this paper is to apply the methods used 
for the analysis of observed behaviors， tothe analysis of the career data. It would add a new 
option to the methods for approaching the career data. 
For making procedures of analysis not difficult， itis important to convert the sequential 
data into the appropriate form. It is effective to convert the data from the state sequences into 
the interval sequences. Therefore， the second section explains the actual conversion procedures 
Because som巴judgmentsneed巴dto complete the appropriate conversion are c10sely related to 
the coding works， itis preferable to conduct the conversion not at the analysis phase but at the 
coding phase. 
Even though sequential data include huge information， itis preferable that researchers 
analyzing the data take the same order as for normal analyses. ltmeans that you should do 
univariate analyses first， and then advance to multivariate analyses. The third section proposes 
to use three indices for each aspect of occupation. Three indices are rates， probabilities， and 
duration. The analyses of career data can be advanced continuously form the univariate to the 
multivariate by consistently using these indices 
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